
TRANSFORM YOUR POOL
IN EVER LASTING BEAUTY

BEAUTY THAT STANDS 
THE TEST EVERY TIME

DURAZZO is a state-of-the-art, pre-blended pool 

finish designed to provide an exceptionally smooth, 

colorful and long lasting finish. DURAZZO's unique 

formulation of the whitest marble aggregates, highest 

quality color quartz, Portland cement and performance 

enhancing admixtures is resistant to common pool 

plaster problems like spot etching, staining and 

discoloration.

Traditional pool plasters are quickly deteriorated by 

harsh chemical environments. Spot etching, staining 

and discoloration quickly destroy these average pool 

surfaces marring their original beauty. DURAZZO pool 

finishes however, perform where normal pool plasters 

fail, resisting time and chemical elements.

BUILDING A 
STRONGER 
FOUNDATION,
WORLDWIDE.

1502 SW 2nd Place
Pompano Beach, FL 33069

1.800.641.9247
www.sgm.cc

Sea Stone

DURAZZO's premium grade marble aggregates and 

the highest quality colored Diamond Quartz assures 

the pool owner of a pool finish with lasting beauty. The 

performance enhancing cement used in DURAZZO 

strengthens the finish by increasing its hardness, reducing 

water penetration and giving higher bond strength. 

The combination of superior ingredients and the unique 

application process is the cornerstone of DURAZZO's 

extravagantly beautiful and durable pool finish. 

DURAZZO, the premium polished marbled pool 

finish, was designed with the user in mind. Ease of 

maintenance was a top priority. The impenetrable 

colored quartz within DURAZZO pool surface resists 

staining and etching that result from the exposure 

to harsh pool chemicals. Unlike traditional plaster 

surfaces, DURAZZO pools naturally fights off stains 

and chemicals that can damage your pool finish 

French Gray



Sample colors are as accurate as modern printing can produce and are shown at a smaller scale. The color of your pool may vary due to water depth, lighting conditions at job site, mixing and installation methods. Sample colors are shown wet.

DURAZZO offers an optimal range of color designs that 
are factory blended to perfection. Your pool can become an 
extension of your dreams. And if you are so inclined, you can 
even custom blend our premium finish to invent an exquisite 
poolscape that truly begets originality. Ask your pool 
representative for a complete presentation of our product line. 
   

Warranty: You can rest assured that the highest quality 
products have been used and is supported by the best 
warranty program in the industry. It is a sign of our 
commitment to achieve the highest quality standards in all 
our swimming pool and spa finishes.

Gulf Blue French Gray

Ocean Floor

Desert Sage

Sea Stone

Shimmering Flats

Moonlit Lagoon

Cobalt Coast

Morning Mist

Cerulean Seas

Cerulean Seas

Icy Blue

Paradise Blue

Balmy Seas

Sea Foam

Sandy Beach

Slate

Slate

Advantages: Pre-Blended / Ready to use, comfortable, 
smooth, variety of colors, reduces maintenance, and ease 
of applications.
 

Specifications: Complete three-part master specifications 
are available for DURAZZO installations. Contact your 
pool representative for details. 

SAFETY ZONE

A CASE WHERE BEAUTY  
AND COMFORT ARE REALLY  

MORE THAN SKIN DEEP

The beauty of a DURAZZO pool finish is more than 
skin deep. You'll feel secure knowing, DURAZZO is slip 
resistant and safe for feet and swimsuits.
DURAZZO uses premium marble aggregates that are 
finer than pebble surfaces. Your feet will love it! And when 
safety is paramount you will relax knowing DURAZZO is 
a non-skid and gentle finish

DURAZZO invokes the natural beauty of premium marble 
aggregates and our exclusive non-fading colored quartz to 
finish elevates your pool from ordinary to the spectacular 
setting that will not only weather the rough test pool 
environment, but will extend your enjoyment and delight 
for years to come.

A superior pool finish performs in many ways. DURAZZO 
pool finishes create a rugged, aesthetic and exceptionally 
smooth surface to transform your pool into an elegant 
display of natural beauty.

Gulf Blue

DURAZZO POOL SURFACES EXTEND EVERLASTING BEAUTY TO EVERY POOLSCAPE


